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Control of Rapid Aimed Hand Movements: The One-Target Advantage Jos J. A d a m , Jimmy H. Nieuwenstein, Raoul Huys, Fred G. W. C. Paas, Herman Kingma, Paul WiUems, and Marieke Werry Maastricht University A series of 8 experiments examined the phenomenon that a rapid aimed hand movement is executed faster when it is performed as a single, isolated movement than when it is followed by a second movement (the 1-target advantage). Three new accounts of this effect are proposed and tested: the eye movement hypothesis, the target uncertainty hypothesis, and the movement integration hypothesis. Data are reported that corroborate the 3rd hypothesis, but not the first 2 hypotheses. According to the movement integration hypothesis, the first movement in a series is slowed because control of the second movement may overlap with execution of the first. It is shown that manipulations of target size and movement direction mediate this process and determine the presence and absence of the 1-target advantage. Possible neurophysiologicai mechanisms and implications for motor control theory are discussed.



imposed low accuracy conslraints. Thus, the movements involved in the one-target advantage can be considered ballistic, that is, executed under open-loop control without corrective adjustments. Although it has not been difficult to replicate the onetarget advantage phenomenon, understanding the underlying control processes has proved to be much more elusive. This poses an interesting theoretical challenge, because solving the mystery of the one-target advantage may provide important insights into how the nervous system controls action. Chamberlin and MagiU (1989) advanced one of the first interpretations of the one-target advantage: They argued that it reflects on-line programming of the second movement during execution of the first. Fischman and Reeve (1992) tested this on-line programming hypothesis by allowing participants an unlimited amount of planning time before response initiation and by simplifying the second movement (the stylus had to be positioned above the second target instead of striking it). Even with this minimal need for on-line programming, the one-target advantage remained present and unchanged. Consequently, Fischman and Reeve (1992) argued for an alternative hypothesis, the movement constraint hypothesis, claiming that the requirement of producing a second movement constrains execution of the first. Specifically, according to Fischman and Reeve (1992), participants facing a two-element response might adopt a strategy of restraining the limb as it approaches the first target so as to smoothly and quickly execute the second movement. This strategy could be part of the overall response program and be planned before movement initiation. Unfortunately, in its original formulation, the movement constraint hypothesis did not specifically address the questions of why and how individuals constrain the first movement in a two-element striking action. On the basis of the work of Teasdale and Schmidt (1991), who introduced impact with target as an important control



A rapid aimed hand movement is executed faster when it is allowed to stop on the target than when it must proceed and hit a second target. This phenomenon, schematically depicted in Figure 1, may be called the "one-target advantage" and is demonstrated by comparing performance in two conditions: Participants are asked either to move as quickly as possible to the first target and stop (i.e., the one-tap condition) or to strike the first target and move on to the second target (i.e., the two-tap condition). The difference in movement time (to the first target) between one-tap and two-tap conditions was first reported by Glencross (1980), who noted that one of the effects of making a second movement is to slow down the first. This observation is not trivial; it implies that the two movements are functionally interdependent. Since Glencross's report, numerous studies in the past two decades have successfully replicated the effect (for an overview, see Table 1). As can be seen in Table 1, the movements involved in the one-target advantage are extremely fast: Typically, movement times are less than 200 ms. This is not surprising if one considers the task constraints: Invariably, all studies showing the onetarget advantage have emphasized speed of response and
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Figure 1. Schematic overview of the conditions producing the one-target advantage. Note that the one-target advantage reflects a slower execution of the first movement in the two-tap condition relative to the corresponding movement in the one-tap condition. The reported movement times reflect the averages of the values reported in the literature (see Table 1).



parameter in movement organization, Adam and colleagues (Adam, van der Bruggen, & Bekkering, 1993; Adam et al., 1997) formulated a more explicit version of the constraint notion: the target impact constraint hypothesis. According to this hypothesis, the one-target advantage is the consequence of a motor control organization in which one-element aiming responses exploit impact with target as a passive control mechanism to decelerate the limb. Specifically, larger impact forces for one-element responses than for two-element responses were hypothesized because hitting the first target with a large impact may hinder release from this target and delay initiation and smooth execution of the second movement. Adam et al. (1997) tested the target impact constraint hypothesis by measuring impact forces on the first target. The results, however, did not reveal any differences in amount of impact force for one-tap and two-tap conditions and, hence, did not support the target impact constraint hypothesis.



Table 1 Mean Movement Time to the First Target in the One-Tap and Two-Tap Conditions and the Resulting One-Target Advantage From Several Studies



Study



One tap (ms)



Two taps (ms)



One-target advantage (ms)



Fischman (1984) Christina et al. (1985) Chamberlin & Magill (1989) Sidaway (1991) Fischman & Lim (1991) Fischman & Reeve (1992)



101 105 166 122 147 132



119 120 180 148 161 156



18 15 14 26 14 24



Overall



128



147



19



Note. Only studies using one-tap and two-tap conditions were included. The values for Christina et al. (1985) are based on the means of their Experiments 1 and 2; the values for Chamberlin and Magill (1989) are based on their Experiment 2; the values for Sidaway (1991) are based on his Experiment 3; and the values for Fischman and Lim (1991) and for Fischman and Reeve (1992) are based on the means of their Experiments 1 and 2 (only the one-tap and two-tap conditions).



Several explanations of the one-target advantage have been proposed, but, so far, none of them has received strong experimental support. Thus, the underlying control processes remain unclear. The experiments reported here constituted an attempt to shed some light on this issue. In general, our main approach was to determine under what circumstances the advantage appears and disappears. In the first section to follow, we present and evaluate an alternative account of the one-target advantage: the eye movement hypothesis. We initially test its underlying assumptions (Experiment 1) and then test, and reject, the hypothesis itself (Experiment 2). In the second section, we examine the effects of movement distance increments on the one-target advantage. Distance of the second movement was manipulated in Experiment 3, and distance of the first movement was manipulated in Experiment 4. The results of these experiments suggest a new account of the one-target advantage: the movement integration hypothesis. In the third section, we explicate and test this hypothesis. In particular, we demonstrate that manipulations concerning the direction of the second movement (Experiment 5) and the size of the targets (Experiment 6) mediate the one-target advantage in a way consistent with predictions derived from the movement integration hypothesis. Finally, in the fourth section (Experiments 7 and 8), we test and refute another possibility: the target uncertainty hypothesis. The E y e M o v e m e n t Hypothesis Visual information is critical for the control of goaldirected hand movements (for a review, see Protean & Elliott, 1992). Indeed, the very concept of eye-hand coordination implies that eye movements are crucial for aimed hand movements (Abrams, 1992). This is so because eye movements bring the fovea, with its high spatial resolution, to the target location, making available fine-grained visual information concerning hand and target position. In addition, extra_retinal information may also play an important role in guiding hand movements. Hence, it is not surprising that eye movements usually precede hand movements and typically arrive at the target before the hand (Abrams, Meyer, & Komblum, 1990). So far, the role of eye movements has not been considered in the context of the one-target advantage. This is a striking omission because careful observation suggests that the one-tap and two-tap conditions niight be characterized by different types of eye-hand coordination: Whereas it appears that no eye movements are executed in the one-tap condition, eye movements can be observed most of the time in the two-tap condition. Specifically, it appears that in the one-tap condition, participants, at the beginning of the trial, focus their eyes on the target and, following a go signal, only move the hand to the target. If this indeed is the case, then eye and hand movements would be functionally decoupled in that their planning and execution would take place in separate epochs, that is, respectively, before and after the start signal. In the two-tap condition, however, participants, after



CONTROL OF RAPID AIMED HAND MOVEMENTS having reached the first target, must move (the hand) to the second target. Given that, at the beginning of the trial, the eyes are fixated on the first target (just as in the one-tap condition), the requirement to make a second hand movement to the second target might elicit an eye movement to that second target. This is the case because, as mentioned, participants typically try to have the eyes on the target before the hand arrives. Is it possible that these informally observed differences in eye movement behavior between one-tap and two-tap conditions underlie the one-target advantage? This is an intriguing question, especially in light o f evidence that the parallel execution of eye and hand movements might cause dual-task interference (e.g., Bekkering, Adam, van den Aarssen, Kingma, & Whiting, 1995; Mather & Fisk, 1985). 1 However, before testing this possibility, we first needed to ascertain objectively that indeed the behavior o f the eyes in the one-tap and two-tap conditions is as the eye movement hypothesis assumes it to be. The first experiment set out to do this.
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condition) or to strike the first target and move on to the second target (i.e., the two-tap condition). Emphasis was placed on completing the (entire) response as quickly and accurately as possible. Movement initiation was under participant control. No



This experiment sought to verify the earlier-postulated differences in eye movement behavior. Hence, using eye movement recordings, we examined directly the behavior of the eyes in one-tap and two-tap conditions. Note that this experiment represented a test of the assumptions underlying the eye movement hypothesis, not a test of the hypothesis itself.



feedback was provided. Design. There were two movement conditions: the one-tap condition and the two-tap condition. Participants porformed I0 practice trials followed by 20 test trials in each of these two conditions. The order of presentation was counterbalanced across participants. A 2-rain rest interval separated the movement conditions. Analysts of eye movements. Using an interactive computer program, we analyzed the eye movement recordings to determine whether eye movements took place and, if so, when and where they started and when and where they stopped. Eye movement behavior was examined for a period beginning I s before onset of the hand response and ending 1 s aftercompletion of the hand response. Analysis of hand movements. Five dependent measures were calculated: (a) Movement Time 1 (MTI; the interval between departure of the finger from the startingpoint and arrivalon the first target), (b) Movement Time 2 (MT2; the interval between departure of the finger from the firsttarget and arrival on the second target),(c) dwell time (the amount of time the finger was in contact with the firsttarget),(d) percentage of errors on the firsttarget,and (e) percentage of errors on the second target. A n error occurred when the pointing finger failed to contact the target (i.e.,a push button) and thus failed to activate the corresponding micro-switch. All dependent measures were formed from the average of the participants' test trials. Outliers (i.e.,those trials on which raw MTI, MT2, or dwell time scores were two standard deviations above or below their respective block mean) were discarded from analysis. This procedure removed approximately 8 % of the data in each condition.



Method



Results



Participants. Eight students (4 male and 4 female) participated. The mean age was 23.1 years (range: 20-30 years). In this and all other experiments, participants were (a) naive as to the purposes of the experiment, (b) right-handed, and (c) paid a small amount. Apparatus. The apparatus consisted of a 30-era × 30-cm platform (5.5 cm high) painted matte black. The two targets as well as the starting position consisted of push buttons mounted on top of this platform flush with its surface. These circular push buttons (diameter: 3 era) were painted white and connected to microswitches that required 138 g to be activated; the vertical travel distance was 0.5 mm. The first target was located 8 cm to the left of the start button, and the second target was located 8 cm to the left of the first target (center to center). By means of an electrical circuit, the tapping apparatus was interfaced with an MS-DOS microcomputer that recorded movement times, contact times, and response accuracy (i.e., hits vs. misses). The sampling frequency was 1000 Hz. Eye movement recording. Position of the right eye was monitored by a real time infrared video eye tracker system that has been described in detail elsewhere (Kingma et al., 1995). Temporal resolution was 50 Hz, and spatial accuracy was about 0.20-0.3 ° of arc. Procedure. Participants sat on an adjustable stool in front of a table on which the aiming apparatus was mounted. They were positioned so that the body midline was aligned with the center of the second target. Participants were instructed to place the index finger of the right hand on the start location and either to move as quickly as possible to the first target and stop (i.e., the one-tap



Hand movements. A reliable one-target advantage (18 ms) materialized, indicating that MT1 was significantly shorter in the one-tap condition than in the two-tap condition (139 and 157 ms, respectively), t(7) = - 3 . 7 8 , p < .01. MT2 was 132 ms, and dwell time was 114 ms. Furthermore, in this and subsequent experiments (except Experiment 6), responses were very accurate; participants made virtually no errors (i.e., less than 1% in all conditions). The error rate was too low to permit a meaningful statistical analysis. Eye movements. In the one-tap condition, participants made eye movements in only 3% of the trials. Thus, in all but a few of the trials participants made no eye movements as their eyes were fixated on the first target and remained there throughout the hand response. In the other 3% of the trials, the eyes were aimed at the start location at the beginning of the trial and, on hand initiation, moved to the first target. In the two-tap condition, participants made eye movements in 92% of the trials. Sometimes the eyes started from



Experiment 1: Observing Eye Movements



l The typical finding is that eye movement latencies are delayed in the dual-task condition (eye and hand movements toward a target) relative to the single-task condition (eye movements alone). This interference effect suggests that processes associated with the control of goal-directed eye and hand movements may interact with each other.
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the start location (3%), but most of the time they started from the first target (89%) and moved to the second target roughly coincident 2 with the hand leaving the first target (on its way to the second target). In the remaining 8% of the trials, the eyes were focused on a position somewhere between Target 1 and Target 2 and remained there during the full two-tap response.



Discussion The results confirmed the assumptions of the eye movement hypothesis: In the one-tap condition, participants made virtually no eye movements; in the two-tap condition, they made eye movements most of the time. Furthermore, in the two-tap condition, the eye movement was initiated roughly coincident with the hand leaving the first target. This outcome replicates previous findings showing that eye and hand movements usually begin to occur at approximately the same time (e.g., Abrams et al., 1990). Because, in the two-tap condition, the hand dwelled on the first target for 114 ms, and because the reaction time of a saccade is typically about 200 ms, it follows that preparation of the eye movement may take place while the hand is moving toward the first target. Hence, in the two-tap condition, preparing or programming the eye movement might coincide with execution of the hand movement to the first target, possibly producing dual-task interference. According to the eye movement hypothesis, this interference causes the onetarget advantage. In the next experiment, we tested this hypothesis.



Experiment 2: Manipulating Eye Movements The previous experiment established that eye movements occur in the two-tap condition but not in the one-tap condition. This result allows the possibility that (dual-task) interference between mechanisms controlling eye and hand movements causes the one-target advantage. Experiment 2 tested this hypothesis by examining the fate of the one-target advantage in a condition in which participants were told not to make eye movements in the two-tap condition but instead were instructed to keep the eyes fixated on the first target throughout the full two-element response. I f the one-target advantage is the result of dual-task interference associated with parallel or overlapping control of eye and hand movements, the one-target advantage should disappear in this two-tap-no-eye-movement condition.



Me~od Participants. Twelve students (5 male and 7 female) participated as volunteers. The mean age was 21.9 years (range: 19-27 years). Design and procedure. There were three movement conditions. In addition to the one,tap and two-tap conditions of the previous experiment (which left participants free with respect to the behavior of the eyes), we included a two-tap--no-eye-movement condition. In this latter condition, participants were instructed not to make eye movements but instead were told to keep the eyes fixated on the first target throughout the full two-element response.



Participants performed 10 practice trials followed by 20 test trials in these three movement conditions. The order of presentation of these movement conditions was counterbalanced. Analysis of eye movements. This analysis was the same as that described in Experiment 1. Analysis of hand movements. The same dependent measures as in the previous experiment were calculated. Outliers (about 10% of the data in each condition) were discarded from analysis. MT1 data were entered in a (within-subject) one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA). Whenever appropriate, the tests involving the withinsubject variable were adjusted for heterogeneity of variance and covariances via Greenhouse--Geisser corrected significance values. Post hoc analyses were carried out with Tukey's honestly significant difference procedure; an alpha level of .05 was used to determine statistical significance. These statistical procedures were also used in subsequent experiments.



Results Eye movements. The basic findings of the previous experiment concerning eye movements in the one-tap and two-tap (control) conditions were replicated. That is, in the one-tap condition, participants made no eye movements as their eyes were fixated on Target 1. In the two-tap control (i.e., free-eye-movement) condition, participants made eye movements in almost all trials (98%). As in the previous experiment, the eyes were focused on the first target at the start of the trial and then, after the hand had arrived on this target, moved to the second target. 3 Importantly, in the two-tap-no-eye-movement condition, saccades were identified in only 3% of the trials. Clearly, participants heeded the instruction to inhibit eye movements and to keep the eyes directed on the first target. Hand movements. MT1 was significantly shorter in the one-tap condition than in both the two-tap-free-eyemovement condition and the two-tap-no-eye-movement condition (146, 162, and 162 ms, respectively), F(2, 22) = 11.48, p < .001. This pattern of results indicates identical one-target advantages for both two-tap conditions. Apparently, the one-target advantage materializes regardless of the presence or absence of eye movements. This outcome is fatal for the eye movement hypothesis. Dwell times were 110 ms in the two-tap-free-eyemovement condition and 116 ms in the two-tap-no-eyemovement condition. MT2 was 144 ms in the two-tap-freeeye-movement condition, and it was 146 ms in the two-tapno-eye-movement condition. Discussion The crucial outcome of this experiment was that elimination of possible dual-task interference by prohibiting eye movements did not affect the one-target advantage. This result is opposite to the prediction of the eye movement hypothesis, which we therefore can reject. Apparently, the



2 On average, the eyes left the second target 4 ms after the hand left that target. 3 On average, the eyes left the second target 11 ms before the hand left that target.
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CONTROL OF RAPID AIMED HAND MOVEMENTS presence or absence o f eye movements does not play a role in the one-target advantage. Interestingly, MT2 was not (or minimally) influenced by the requirement to maintain eye fixation on the first target. This indicates that the task constraints of the second movement (short distance and large target) were not very demanding. This might explain why the second movement could be executed efficiently regardless o f where the eyes were pointing. In summary, the results o f this experiment showed that the presence or absence o f eye movements did not affect the one-target advantage. In the next section, we continue our investigation by examining the effects o f movement distance increments on the one-target advantage.



Table 2



Mean Values of the Different Movement Characteristics as a Function of Response Type and Distance of Second Tap in Experiment 3 One-tap Movement characteristic MT1 (ms) MT2(ms) Dwell time (ms)



condition



Two-tap condition Short



Medium



Long



M



SD



M



SD



M



SD



M



SD



116



24



140 125 96



23 22 29



140 209 98



29 31 21



137 260 98



35 45 24



Note. MT1 = movement time to the first target; MT2 = movement time from the first to the second target.



Effects of Movement Distance Increments



Experiment 3: Manipulating the Distance of the Second Movement Experiment 3 manipulated the distance o f the second movement while keeping the distance o f the first movement constant (see Figure 2). The rationale for this manipulation was that, so far, all studies o f the one-target advantage have used equal travel distances for the first and second movements; moreover, according to Fitts's law, movement distance is an important determinant o f movement time. Therefore, the goal o f the present experiment was to determine the fate of the one-target advantage while manipulating the distance o f the second movement.



Procedure. Participants were positioned so that the body midline was 48 cm to the left of the start location (i.e., aligned with the center of the second target located 40 cm away from the first target). Otherwise, the procedure was identical to the procedure of Experiment 1. Design. There were four movement conditions: 1 one-tap condition and 3 two-tap conditions. The 3 two-tap conditions all had the same first target but differed in the location of the second target (i.e., 8, 24, or 40 cm away from the first target). All participants performed 10 practice trials followed by 20 test trials in these four movement conditions. The order of presentation of the movement conditions was counterbalanced across participants. Statistical analysis. The dependent variables MT1, MT2, and dwell time were entered in separate (within-subjec0 one-way ANOVAs. The outliers analysis removed approximately 10% of the data in each condition.



Me~od Participants. Twelve students (6 male and 6 female) participated as volunteers. The mean age was 21.0 years (range: 18-22 years). Apparatus. The apparatus consisted of a 60-cm × 20-cm platform (5.5 cm high) painted matte black. The two targets as well as the starting position consisted of push buttons (diameter: 3 cm) identical to the ones used in Experiment 1. The first target was located 8 cm to the left of the start button (center to center). The second target was located 8, 24, or 40 cm to the left of the first target (center to center). Because two of the three second targets were covered with black paper, at any time only one second target was visible.



H



1-tap 2-tap: short 2-tap: medium



IA



~ ~



2-tap: long



Figure 2. Schematic overview of the movement conditions in Experiment 3.



Results Mean values of the different movement characteristics as a function of movement condition are presented in Table 2. MT1. The significant F value, F(3, 33) = 13.62, p < .001, indicated substantially longer M T l s in all two-tap conditions relative to the M T I in the one-tap condition (see Table 2). In other words, in the two-tap conditions, significant one-target advantages o f 24, 24, and 21 ms were observed for the short, medium, and long second tap distances, respectively. Importantly, the post hoc analysis indicated that these values were not significantly different from each other ( p > .6). This demonstrates that the distance of the second tap does not influence the slowing of the first tap. MT2. Obviously, the distance of the second tap variable exerted a significant influence on the duration of the second tap, F(2, 22) = 208.62, p < .001, indicating longer MT2s for longer distances (see Table 2). 4 Dwell time. Dwell time on the first target was independent of the distance of the second tap, F(2, 22) < 1, p > .9.



4 MT2 was linearly related to Fitts's index of difficulty (ID): MT2 = -14.3 + 57.1 ID, r = .998. This index expresses the relationship between movement amplitude and target size and is defined as log2 (2A/W), where A is the movement's amplitude or distance and W is the width (or diameter) of the target.
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Mean Values of the Different Movement Characteristics as a Function of Response Type and Distance of First Tap in Experiment 4 Movement distance of first tap Short



Medium



Long



Response type



M



SD



M



SD



M



SD



One tap: MT1 Two taps MT1 MT2 Dwell time



131



44



209



53



263



51



149 124 79



27 25 22



226 130 89



44 29 26



275 128 90



48 24 29



Note. MT1 = movement time to the first target; MT2 = movement time from the first to the second target.



Figure 3. Schematic overview of the movement conditions in Experiment 4.



Discussion The results showed that the one-target advantage was not influenced by increasing the distance o f the second movement fivefold (i.e., 40 cm vs. 8 cm). Although it is difficult to determine the precise meaning o f this outcome, it at least provides additional evidence against the (already-dismissed) on-line programming hypothesis. That is, a longer second movement would require a more complex programming process (e.g., Klapp, 1996), part o f which, according to the on-line programming hypothesis, m a y be accomplished during the first movement. Hence, according to the on-line programming hypothesis, a longer second movement should lead to a stronger slowing o f the first movement. The results, however, showed that the one-target advantage was independent o f the complexity of the second movement.



Experiment 4: Manipulating the Distance of the First Movement The goal o f Experiment 4 was to determine whether the distance o f the first movement would influence the onetarget advantage. We used three distances between the start position and the first target: 8, 24, and 40 cm. The distance between the first and second targets was kept constant at 8 cm (see Figure 3).



Method Participants. Twelve students (6 male and 6 female) participated as volunteers. The mean age was 20.5 years (range: 18-22 years). Apparatus. A platform similar to the one in Experiment 3 was used. The distance between the start location and the first target was 8, 24, or 40 cm. The distance between the first and second targets was always 8 cm (center to center). Procedure. The procedure was the same as that of Experiment 3.



Design. Distance of the first movement (i.e., short vs. medium vs. long) was orthogonally combined with type of response (one tap vs. two taps), resulting in six movement conditions. All participants performed 10 practice trials and 20 test trials in these six movement conditions. The order of presentation of these movement conditions was counterbalanced. Statistical analysis. The dependent variable MT1 was entered in a 2 (type of response) × 3 (first movement distance) withinsubject ANOVA. MT2 and dwell time were entered in a one-way ANOVA with three levels (short vs. medium vs. long first movement distance). The outliers analysis removed approximately 7% of the data in each condition. Results Mean values o f the different movement characteristics as a function o f movement condition are presented in Table 3. MT1. The main effect of distance o f first movement was, of course, significant, F(2, 22) = 196.02, p < .001, indicating longer M T l s for longer distances. 5 The main effect of response type was also significant, F(1, 11) = 7.74, p < .05, indicating a reliable overall one-target advantage of 16 ms. Importantly, this one-target advantage was independent o f the distance o f the first movement, because there was no interaction between response type and distance o f first movement, F(2, 22) < 1, p > .8 (the magnitudes of the one-target advantage were 18, 17, and 12 ms for the short, medium, and long distances o f the first movement, respectively). MT2. The time to execute the second movement was independent of the distance of the first movement, F(2, 22) = 1.56, p > .2. Dwell time. The dwell or pause time on the first target was shorter after a (first) movement that was short (M = 79 ms) than after a (first) movement that was medium or long (Ms = 89 and 90 ms, respectively), F(2, 22) = 4.69, p < .05.



Discussion The results showed that varying the distance of the first movement did not modify the one-target advantage. Thus, 5 MT1 was linearly related to Fitts's index of difficulty: MT1 = -5.1 + 55.4 ID, r = .995.



CONTROLOF RAPID AIMED HAND MOVEMENTS again, the one-target advantage was not influenced by the experimental manipulation. In summary, in the experiments so far, the one-target advantage proved to be a robust phenomenon insensitive to manipulations concerning involvement of eye movements, distance of first movement, and distance of second movement. In effect, the first four experiments yielded an overall one-target advantage of 19 ms (see Table 4), a value identical to the average value of 19 ms reported in the literature (see Table 1). This indicates that the one-target advantage is a reliable phenomenon and that it may reflect a basic principle of rapid movement control. At this point, then, it seems safe to conclude that the one-target advantage materializes whenever a (first) movement is followed by a second movement (at least for fast, ballistic movements lasting less than 200 ms). How can the one-target advantage be explained? The hypotheses considered so far have not stood the test of experimental verification. Thus, a search for an alternative is necessary. One way to proceed is to search for exceptions to the apparent rule that a movement performed in isolation is executed faster than a movement performed in a series. Interestingly, such exceptions do exist. At least three studies have reported evidence showing that, sometimes, a second movement may speed up the first movement, thereby in effect demonstrating a two-target advantage (Adam et al., 1993, 1995; Lajoie & Franks, 1997). What task constraints produce the two-target advantage? The answer is that the two-target advantage is found when the second movement is a movement reversal, that is, when the direction of the second movement is opposite to that of the first movement. For example, Adam et al. (1993) examined the kinematics of one-element (discrete) and two-element (reversal) movements executed over the surface of a digitizer toward a circular target(s) with a diameter of 24 ram. Results showed that MT1 was significantly shorter for the reversal action than for the discrete action (212 and 285 ms, respectively). Moreover, peak velocity and percentage of MT1 spent in acceleration were larger for the reversal response than for the discrete response. In discussing this two-target advantage, Adam et al. (1993) pointed out that stopping a movement and reversing a



Table 4



Mean Movement Time to the First Target in the One-Tap and Two-Tap Conditions and the Resulting One-Target Advantage in the First Four Experiments One-tap Two-tap One-target condition condition advantage Experiment (ms) (ms) (ms) Experiment 1 139 157 18 Experiment 2 146 162 16 Experiment 3 116 140 24 Experiment 4 131 149 18 Overall



133



152



19



Note. The values for Experiments 3 and 4 are based on the short movement distance condition.
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movement involve different control processes. Typically, a movement that stops on a target shows a triphasic pattern of electromyographic (EMG) activity (agonist-antagonistagonist). In general terms, the function of the first burst of agonist activity is to provide the impulsive force to start the movement; the function of the antagonist burst is to halt the movement at the end position; and the function of the second agonist burst is to dampen the oscillations that might occur at the end of the movement (for a review, see Berardelli et al., 1996). In contrast, a movement that reverses on the target typically shows only agonist-antagonist activity (Enoka, 1994; Schmidt, Sherwood, & Walter, 1988). Moreover, it is relevant to note that antagonist activity of the first movement in a reversal action accomplishes two goals simultaneously: It brakes the first movement and starts the next. According to Guiard (1993), this fusion of terminal braking and re-acceleration forces at movement reversals saves mechanical energy. This is so because reversing offers the possibility of saving mechanical energy as a result of the ability of muscles to store such energy in a potential, elastic form at the end of a movement to the benefit of the next. In other words, in a two-element reversal response, the first and second movements are optimally integrated. This saves energy and simplifies the control process considerably, because a single force event performs two functions (Guiard, 1993). Spatial factors mediate this process. When Adam et al. (1993) reduced the size of the targets from 24 mm to 3 nun, the two-target advantage disappeared; that is, MT1 of the reversal response was not significantly different from that of the discrete response. Why? Adam et al. (1993) showed that the reversal response toward the small targets was characterized by a distinct and substantial period of dwell time on the first target (i.e., 130 ms). According to Adam et al., this long period of standstill between the two movements may have forced them apart temporally and functionally; that is, it may have prevented their integration. The reversal response toward the large targets, in contrast, showed a much shorter dwell time (i.e., 15 ms), thereby allowing the forward and backward movements to fuse into an integrated movement ensemble. In summary, because of differences in the underlying pattern of muscular activity, the control of a reversal movement toward large targets is fundamentally different and less complex than that of a discrete movement. This insight might show the way to an alternative account of the one-target advantage: the movement integration hypothesis. The M o v e m e n t Integration Hypothesis The preceding analysis of the two-target advantage emphasized the importance of the complexity of the underlying control processes. A discrete movement requires a complex three-burst (agonist-antagonist-agonist) pattern of muscular activity, whereas the first movement of a two-element reversal movement requires a less complex two-burst (agonist-antagonist) pattern. Thus, the first movement in a two-element reversal movement requires less executive
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control than a discrete movement that requires a movement stop: hence, the two-target advantage. When applying this insight to the one-target advantage, one should keep in mind that the one-target advantage requires a movement extension rather than a movement reversal. Thus, analogous to the preceding interpretation of the two-target advantage, in the one-target advantage, the first movement may require less executive control in the one-tap condition than in the two-tap condition. Why? The answer might be that in the one-tap condition only one movement has to be controlled, whereas in the two-tap condition a second movement must be implemented. Most important, and this is at the heart of the movement integration hypothesis, (partial) implementation of the second movement might not await termination of the first movement, but, rather, might (partially) overlap with and be superimposed on the execution of that first movement. In other words, according to the movement integration hypothesis, the executive control of the second movement might start before the first movement has ended so that a smooth and quick transition of the first movement into the second movement can be accomplished. The movement integration hypothesis is based on the notion that serial ordering of movements might lead to a response organization called a chunk. A chunk is characterized by dependencies or functional linkages between its constituent elements so that an optimal integration of successive movements ensues (e.g., Adams, 1984; Gallistel, 1980; Keele, 1986). According to the movement integration hypothesis, the one-target advantage is the result of a motor control strategy whereby the neuromuscular organization of the second movement is (partially) implemented during the execution of the first. This overlap in control for the first and second movements may interfere with the execution of the first movement: hence, the one-target advantage. Note that the movement integration hypothesis at this stage of development does not make any specific assumptions about the nature or locus of the interference effect. A central origin might be possible--for instance, retrieval of subprograms from a motor buffer--but also a peripheral or local origin whereby the muscular organization of the hand-arm movement system is adjusted and readied to produce a new movement. Despite the success of the movement integration hypothesis in explaining (post hoc) the existing database, it is important to establish more firm grounds by deriving and testing new predictions. This was the goal of the next two experiments.



(or contact) time on the first target, thereby temporally and functionally forcing apart the first and second movements (Adam, 1992; Adam & Paas, 1996; Adam et al., 1995). In other words, with small targets and thus long dwell times, the two movements are decomposed in separate units, each with its own preparatory and control processes. Hence, there is no process of integration and thus no one-target advantage. With respect to the direction of the second movement, the movement integration hypothesis predicts a one-target advantage for all directions other than the direction opposite to that of the first. Note that the movement integration hypothesis does not necessarily predict a two-target advantage for the reversal condition; in the present experiments, the movements are three-dimensional tapping (or striking) movements through the air, whereas the studies showing the two-target advantage used two-dimensional sliding movements over a fiat surface. It is conceivable that reciprocal sliding movements are easier to control and easier to integrate than tapping movements, a conjecture bolstered by the fact that dwell times for (reciprocal) sliding movements are substantially shorter than dwell times for (reciprocal) tapping movements (Adam & Paas, 1996). Experiment 5 tested these predictions by using large (30-mm) and small (12-ram) targets and by systematically varying the location of the second target.



Method Participants. Twenty-four students (12 male and 12 female) participated as volunteers. The mean age was 22.5 years (range: 18-25 years), Apparatus. The apparatus consisted of a 31-era x 31-cm platform (3 cm high) painted matte black. Nine circular (white) targets were mounted on top of this platform flush with its surface. The targets consisted of push buttons. One target was positioned in the center of the platform with the other eight targets circularly arranged around it (see Figure 4). The locations of these eight targets corresponded to the eight main points of a compass: east,



Experiment 5: Manipulating Target Size and Direction of Second Movement The movement integration hypothesis makes specific predictions regarding the effects of target size and direction of second movement on the one-target advantage. With respect to the size of the targets, the movement integration hypothesis predicts that small targets should make the one-target advantage disappear. This is so because small targets are characterized by relatively long periods of dwell



Figure 4. Schematic overview of the apparatus in Experiment 5. Note that whereas the start position and the position of the first target remained the same in all movement conditions, the position of the second target could vary along the points of an imaginary circle.



CONTROL OF RAPID AIMED HAND MOVEMENTS northeast, north, northwest, west, southwest, south, and southeast. The target located "east" was also the start position. The distance between the central target and the peripheral targets was 8 cm (center to center). There were two versions of this apparatus: In one version the diameter of the targets was 12 nun (small targets), and in the other the diameter was 30 mm (large targets). Otherwise, the apparatus was the same as in Experiment 1. Procedure. Participants sat on an adjustable stool in front of a table on which the aiming apparatus was mounted. They were positioned so that the body midline was aligned with the second target located "west." They were instructed to place the index finger of the right hand on the start location (i.e., the target located "east") and either to move as quickly as possible to the middle target and stop (i.e., the one-tap condition) or to strike the middle target and move on to one of the peripheral targets (i.e., the two-tap condition). Otherwise, the procedure was the same as in Experiment 3. At any one time, only one second target was visible. Design. There were nine movement conditions. In addition to the one-tap control condition, there were 8 two-tap conditions. In the two-tap condition, the first movement was always from the start position to the middle target and subsequently to one of the peripheral targets located in eight different directions (i.e., east, northeast, north, northwest, west, southwest, south, and southeast). Half of the participants completed these nine movement conditions with the small targets, and the other half did so with the large targets. Participants performed 10 practice trials followed by 20 test trials in all nine movement conditions. The order of presentation of the nine movement conditions was randomized across participants. Data analysis. In addition to the five dependent measures calculated in the previous experiments, we calculated "total time," defined as MT1 + MT2 + dwell time. The dependent variable MT1 was entered in a 2 (target size) × 9 (movement condition) mixed ANOVA with target size as a between-subjects variable and movement condition as a within-subject variable. The MT2, dwell time, and total time variables were entered in a 2 (target size) × 8 (movement condition) ANOVA. The outlier procedure removed less than 9% of the data in each condition.



Results Mean values of the different movement characteristics as a function o f movement condition are presented in Table 5. MT1. T h e significant m a i n effect o f target size, F(1, 22) = 11.68, p < .01, indicated longer movement times for the small than for the large target (220 and 182 ms, respectively). The significant main effect of response type, F(8, 176) = 6.79, p < .001, indicated a differential effect o f
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the one-tap and two-tap conditions on MT1. The post hoc analysis indicated that MT1 was significantly shorter for the one-tap condition than for all but one of the two-tap conditions. That is, the two-tap condition requiring a movement reversal (i.e., a second movement in the direction " e a s t " ) showed a small (7 ms), nonsignificant ( p > .2) one-target advantage, whereas all other two-tap conditions showed significant one-target advantages (on average, 16 ms). This pattern o f results was independent o f target size, because the interaction between response type and target size was nonsignificant, F(8, 176) = 1.88, p > .1. MT2. The main effects o f target size and response type were significant, F(1, 22) = 10.15,p < .01, and F(7, 154) = 14.26, p < .001, respectively. Their interaction was nonsignificant, F(7, 154) = 1.41,p > .2. The main effect o f target size indicated a longer MT2 for the small than for the large target (202 and 163 ms, respectively). The main effect o f response type indicated that the movement time o f the second tap strongly depended on the direction o f that movement. Specifically, the most difficult direction was southeast, which showed an M T 2 that was significantly longer than all other movement directions. The reason is probably that, when coming from the central target, the responding (fight) hand obscures, at least temporarily, the southeast target. In addition, the easiest movement directions appeared to be northeast and southwest, which showed the shortest MT2. Dwell time. Only the main effect o f target size was significant, F(1, 22) = 30.15, p < .001, indicating shorter dwell times on the large than on the small first target (56 and 122 ms, respectively). Total time. The main effects o f target size and response type were significant, F(1, 22) = 34.09, p < .001, and F(7, 154) ~ 6.00, p < ,001, respectively. Their interaction was nonsignificant, F(7, 154) < 1, p > .4. These effects mirrored the effects found for MT2; that is, total times were longer for the small than for the large targets (547 and 403 ms, respectively), and the southeast condition was most difficult (i.e., took the most time to be completed).



Discussion The movement integration hypothesis predicted two outcomes: (a) Large targets should show the one-target advan-



Table 5 Mean Values of the Different Movement Characteristics as a Function of Response Type and Movement Direction in Experiment 5



Movement characteristics MT1 (ms) MT2(ms) Dwell time (ms) Total time (ms)



One-tap condition



East



Northeast



North



Two-tap condition Northwest West



Southwest



South



Southeast



M



SD



M



SD



M



SD



M



SD



M



SD



M



SD



M



SD



M



SD



M



SD



188



33



195 183 93 472



33 39 42 89



200 168 89 457



30 36 44 91



203 177 87 468



39 39 45 103



202 190 90 482



33 33 47 98



202 178 89 470



34 31 49 92



207 171 89 468



34 31 47 88



210 191 87 489



32 44 43 95



203 204 87 494



37 49 42 108



Note. Locations indicate the direction of the second tap. MT1 = movement time to the first target; MT2 = movement time from the first to the second target.
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tage, whereas small targets should not, and (b) the one-target advantage should materialize for all directions of the second movement except for the reversal movement. 6 The results confirmed the latter prediction but not the first. Why did the small targets show a one-target advantage? A distinct possibility is that, with a diameter of 12 mm, the "small" targets were not small enough. Consistent with this conjecture is the fact that the small targets still had a mean dwell time of 122 ms, a value not much larger than the mean dwell time observed in the first four experiments (i.e., 100 ms). This finding may suggest that the first and second movements were not functionally independent and that integration and thus interference may have taken place. In the next experiment, we examined this possibility by further decreasing the size of the targets.



Experiment 6: Further Decreasing Target Size In Experiment 6, we used targets half the size of the smallest target in the previous experiment, namely 6 mm. According to the movement integration hypothesis, this manipulation should result in dwell times sufficiently long to eliminate the one-target advantage.



Method Participants. Twelve students and staff members (7 male and 5 female) participated as volunteers. The mean age was 28.3 years (range: 23-39 years). Apparatus. The apparatus consisted of a 30-cm × 60-cm platform (5.5 cm high) painted matte black. The copper targets had diameters of 6 ram. A distance of 10 cm separated the centers of the two targets. A starting position was defined in the form of a small (diameter: 4 ram) copper disc located 10 cm to the right of the right target. The aluminum stylus weighed 103 g and had the shape of a pencil. By means of an electrical circuit, the tapping apparatus was interfaced with an MS-DOS microcomputer that recorded movement times, contact times, and response accuracy (i.e., hits or misses). The sampling frequency was 1000 Hz. Procedure. Participants were asked to hold the stylus in pen-grip fashion and either to move as quickly as possible to the first target and stop (one-tap condition) or to strike the first target and move on to the second target (two-tap condition). Design. The design was the same as that of Experiment 1. Analysis. The outliers procedure removed approximately 6% of the data in each condition. Results and Discussion Mean values o f the different movement characteristics as a function of movement condition are presented in Table 6. In accord with the prediction of the movement integration hypothesis, there was no one-target advantage; the first movements in the one-tap and two-tap conditions were similar both in terms of MT1 (496 and 492 ms, respectively), t ( l l ) = 0.19, p > .8, and in terms of error rate (1.7% and 2.3%, respectively), t(11) = - 0 . 7 6 , p > .4. Thus, with small targets (6 mm), the one-targetadvantage disappears. Furthermore, in the two-tap condition, mean MT2 was 509 ms, and mean dwell time was 179 ms. Note that this dwell time was substantially longer than the dwell times



Table 6



Mean Values of the Different Movement Characteristics as a Function of Movement Condition in Experiment 6 Movement characteristics MT1 (ms) MT2 (ms) Dwell time (ms)



One-tap condition



Two-tap condition



M



SD



M



SD



496



97



492 509 179



91 109 75



Note. MT1 = movement time to the first target; MT2 = movement time from the first to the second target.



recorded in the previous experiments (i.e., 179 ms vs. on average, 100 ms). 7 This finding is consistent with the notion that successive motor chunks are separated by relatively long intervals (e.g., Portier, Van Galen, & Meulenbroek, 1990; Rosenbaum, Kenny, & Derr, 1983; Sternberg, Knoll, & Turock, 1990) and thus supports the idea that the first and second movements in the two-tap condition were separate and independently controlled units. According to the movement integration hypothesis, the one-target advantage should disappear under these circumstances. This is what occurred. T h e Target U n c e r t a i n t y H y p o t h e s i s Before proceeding to the General Discussion, one potential caveat should be considered seriously. This caveat pertains to the reversal condition, which included a reversal movement directed to the location from which the first movement had begun (i.e., the start location). Thus, the reversal condition, so critical in the current evaluation of the movement integration hypothesis, may confound control complexity (e.g., use of antagonist in the first tap as agonist in the second tap) with target uncertainty, s Specifically, in the one-tap condition there were two relevant spatial locations: the starting position and the location of the (single) target. In almost all of the two-tap conditions, there were three relevant spatial locations: the starting position, the first target, and the second target. However, in the reversal condition, the second target and the starting position were the same, making only two spatial locations relevant. In 6 The one-target advantage seemed as substantial for the conditions that included a partial reversal (i.e., northeast and southeast) as for the conditions that did not. This finding does not necessarily contradict the movement integration hypothesis, because these partial reversal conditions too required a distinct and major (i.e., 45 °) deviation in movement direction, thereby necessitating the recruitment of additional muscle groups and creating the need for additional control. According to the movement integration hypothesis, this need for additional control is the prime source of the interference effect. 7 Separate, independent t tests comparing the dwell times of Experiment 6 with those of the previous experiments all yielded significant values (ps < .01). This was also the case for MT1 (ps < .001). s We thank Richard Ivry and an anonymous reviewer for pointing out this potential confound and for suggesting Experiment 7.



CONTROL OF RAPID AIMED HAND MOVEMENTS other words, the lack of a one-target advantage in the reversal condition may be the result of a reduced amount of spatial information that needs to be represented and processed. This idea seems plausible given the extensive literature, both psychological and physiological, highlighting the importance of location-based coding and planning in motor control (e.g., Jearmerod, 1997; Polit & Bizzi, 1979; Wallace, 1971). Hence, it seemed prudent to critically examine the validity of the target uncertainty hypothesis. This we set out to do in the final two experiments. Experiment 7: Reversal to a N e w Location In this experiment, we included a condition that required a reversal to a new location (i.e., to a location further away than the original start location). If, as the target uncertainty hypothesis claims, the number of locations is important, then a significant one-target advantage should materialize. If, on the other hand, the reversal is important, as the movement integration hypothesis argues, then there should be no one-target advantage. Method Participants. Sixteen undergraduate students (8 male and 8 female) participated. The mean age was 21.2 years (range: 18-24 years). Apparatus. The apparatus consisted of a Philips 4 CM 2299 Autoscan Professional Color Monitor with a 17-in. (43-cm) diagonal touch screen (Elotech). It was mounted on a 90-cm-high table and tilted 90 ° backward so that the screen was horizontal and flush with the surface of the table. The targets and start location were presented as white circles (diameter: 3 cm) on a black background. The first target was located 10 cm to the left of the start location (center to center). The second target was located 10 cm to the left of the first target (constituting the two-tap-extension condition), 10 cm to the right of the first target (constituting the two-tap-reversal-to-start condition), or 13 cm to the right of the first target (constituting the two-tap-reversal-to-new-location conclifton). Note that the second target located 10 cm to the right of the first target coincided with the start location. The touch screen was interfaced with an MS-DOS microcomputer that recorded movement times, contact times, and response accuracy. The sampling frequency was 200 Hz. Procedure and design. Participants stood in front of the touch screen. They were positioned such that the body midline was aligned with the center of the second target. Responses were made with the index finger. There were four movement conditions: the standard one-tap condition and 3 two-tap conditions. The 3 two-tap conditions--the two-tap-extension condition, the two-tap-reversalto-start condition, and the two-tap-reversal-to-new-location condition-all had the same first target but differed in the location of the second target (see the Apparatus section). In all conditions, participants performed 10 practice trials followed by 20 test trials. The order of presentation of the movement conditions was counterbalanced across participants. Analysis. The outliers procedure removed approximately 9% of the data in each condition. Results a n d Discussion Mean values of the different movement characteristics as a function of movement condition are presented in Table 7.
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Table 7 Mean Values of the Different Movement Characteristics as a Function of Movement Condition in Experiment 7 , Two-tap condition



Movement characteristic MT1 (ms) MT2(ms) Dwell time (ms)



One-tap condition



Extension



Reversal to start



Reversal to new location



M



SD



M



SD



M



SD



M



SD



143



21



157 143 73



21 25 11



149 126 63



19 27 13



146 140 63



24 26 10



Note. MT1 = movement time to the first target; MT2 = movement time from the first to the second target.



There was a main effect of movement condition, F(3, 45) = 3.12, p < .05. The post hoc analysis indicated that there was a reliable one-target advantage only for the two-tap-extension condition. Specifically, whereas MT1 was significantly longer in the two-tap-extension condition than in the one-tap condition (157 and 143 ms, respectively), MT1 in the two-tap-reversal-to-start condition and MT1 in the two-tap-reversal-to-new-location condition were not significantly different from each other (149 and 146 ms, respectively) and not significantly different from MT1 in the one-tap condition (143 ms). In other words, reversing to a new location did not reinstate the one-target advantage. This outcome is inconsistent with the target uncertainty hypothesis but accords with the movement integration hypothesis. Dwell times were significantly shorter in the reversal conditions (63 ms for both the two-tap-reversal-to-start and two-tap-reversal-to-new-location conditions) than in the two-talr--extension condition (73 ms), F(2, 30) = 7.16, p < .01. MT2 was shorter in the two-tap-reversal-to-start condition (126 ms) than in both the two-tap--reversal-to-newlocation condition (140 ms) and the two-tap--extension condition (143 ms), F(2, 30) = 6.87, p < .01. At this point, it seems pertinent to address a methodological issue. Initially we considered including a reversal condition that involved a reversal movement to a second target located midway between the start position and the first target. This, however, would place the second target in the path of the movement to the first target and, as Tipper, Lortie, and Baylis (1992) have shown, might cause distractor interference, slowing down MT1 (see also Pratt & Abrams, 1994). The phenomenon of distractor interference is also relevant for the evaluation of a study by Fischman and Yao (1994a), who used a one-tap condition and a three-tap-reverse condition. In the latter condition, the second and third targets were located between the start position and the first target, thereby necessitating a movement reversal on the first target (the first tap covered a distance of 30 cm, and the second and third taps each covered 10 cm). Even though the second movement was a movement reversal, results showed a significant one-target advantage; that is, MT1 was considerably shorter in the one-tap condition than in the three-tapreversal condition (188 and 219 ms, respectively).
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At first sight, this outcome seems incompatible with the movement integration hypothesis. However, two important aspects of Fischman and Yao's (1994a) study stand in the way of such a conclusion. First, the second and third targets were located between the start position and the first target, and, as just argued, this allows the possibility of distractor interference. In addition, and most important, these (second and third) targets were covered with a sheet of cardboard in the one-tap condition (to prevent "visual distraction"; Fischman & Yao, 1994a, p. 829) but not in the three-tapreversal condition. In other words, the substantially longer MT1 in the three-tap-reversal condition might be the result of Targets 2 and 3 being in the path of the movement to the first target. Second, the second movement was a "short" reversal movement; that is, its distance was only one third (10 cm) of that of the first movement (30 cm). In other words, the first and second movements were clearly asymmetric in terms of the distance to be traveled and, thus, in terms of the amount of agonist (and antagonist) force needed. Such a combination might not be ideal for successful integration of the two movements, that is, for optimal switching of antagonist activity (of the first movement) into agonist activity (of the second movement). Hence, additional modulation or control might be needed to execute the second, short reversal movement, and, according to the movement integration hypothesis, this requirement might translate into a one-target advantage. Mutatis mutandis, this logic also applies to a reversal movement that covers a much longer distance than the first movement. Such a situation too seems to create an asymmetrical relationship between the first and second movements, thereby introducing the need for additional control. Note that this is the reason why, in the present two-tap-reversal-tonew-location condition, we chose a second target location close to the original start location.



Experiment 8: Different Reversal to the Same (Start) Location By showing that a reversal to a new location does not necessarily reinstate the one-target advantage, the previous experiment dismissed the target uncertainty hypothesis and bolstered, albeit indirectly, the movement integration hypothesis. The goal of Experiment 8 was to provide another test of both hypotheses. 9 The rationale was as follows: If, as the movement integration hypothesis claims, the functional relationship between the first and second movements is the mediating factor in the one-target advantage, then modifying this relationship (while keeping target uncertainty constant) should alter the one-target advantage. If, on the other hand, target uncertainty is the crucial factor, then the one-target advantage should not be affected. We manipulated the functional relationship between the first and second movements by using two reversal conditions that both required a movement back to the original start location but that differed in trajectory. That is, whereas one reversal condition required a direct, natural movement back to the start location, the other reversal condition required a



movement back that first had to climb 10 cm through the air before landing on the second target. In other words, in the latter condition, there was a significant deviation in the vertical direction in that the reversal movement had to make an elevated loop through the air with a midway altitude of at least 10 cm. We labeled this latter condition the two-tapreversal-with-loop condition, and we labeled the former the two-tap-reversal-direct condition. Note that in the two-tapreversal-direct condition the maximal height of the reversal movement was much less (i.e., in the order of 3 or 4 cm, at most). According to the movement integration hypothesis, the two-tap-reversal-direct condition should show, of course, no one-target advantage, because braking, antagonist activity of the first movement can be exploited as (part) of the propelling force for the second movement. That is, the second movement is optimally integrated with the first. However, this is not true for the two-tap-reversal-with-loop condition. Here, the second movement is not optimally integrated with the first movement, because the second movement requires a substantial displacement in the vertical direction, that is, a direction orthogonal to the principal direction (horizontal) of the first movement. According to the movement integration hypothesis, this orthogonal change in direction prevents optimal exploitation of antagonist activity of the first movement, and hence a significant one-target advantage should materialize. According to the target uncertainty hypothesis, the two reversal conditions are identical in terms of number and location of targets. Thus, both conditions should show no one-target advantage.



Method Participants. Fourteen students (7 male and 7 female) participated. The mean age was 22.8 years (range, 21-26 years). Apparatus. We used the tapping apparatus with the circular push buttons (diameters of 3 cm) and intertarget distances of 8 cm of Experiment 3. A pencil 10 cm in length was placed upright and midway between the first target and the start location to indicate the height that should be scaled by the reversal-with-loop movement. Note that this pencil was not placed in the path of the movement but 8.5 cm behind it so that it would not obstruct the movement(s). In other words, the pencil acted not as a target but as a reference marker, globally indicating the vertical displacement of the reversalwith-loop movement. Procedure and design. There were four movement conditions: the one-tap (control) condition and 3 two-tap conditions. In addition to the two-tap--reversal-with-loop condition and the twotap--reversal-direct condition, there was also a two-tap--extension condition that required a movement to a second target located 8 cm to the left of the first target (for a schematic representation of the movement conditions, see Figure 5). In all conditions, participants performed 10 practice trials followed by 20 test trials. Analysis. The outliers procedure removed less than 10% of the data in each condition.



9 We thank Jay Pratt for suggesting this experiment.
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integration hypothesis but is at odds, again, with the target uncertainty hypothesis. Dwell times were not significantly different in the two-tap conditions, F(2, 26) < 1 (72, 67, and 65 ms for the two-tap-reversal-with-loop, two-tap--extension, and two-tap-reversal-direct conditions, respectively). MT2 was substantially longer in the two-tap-reversal-with-loop condition (426 ms) than in both the two-tap--reversal-direct condition (121 ms) and the two-tap--extension condition (125 ms), F(2, 26) = 131.30,p < .001.
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General Discussion
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Figure 5. Schematic overview of the movement conditions in Experiment 8.



Results a n d Discussion



Mean values of the different movement characteristics as a function of movement condition are presented in Table 8. The main effect of movement condition was significant, F(3, 39) = 3.04, p < .05, reflecting a reliable one-target advantage for the two-tap-reversal-with-loop and two-tapextension conditions but not for the two-tap-reversal-direct condition (MT1 means for the one-tap, two-tap-reversalwith-loop, two-tap--extension, and two-tap-reversal-direct conditions were 122, 136, 137, and 126 ms, respectively). In other words, the reversal-with-loop requirement slowed execution of the first movement, even though it was directed at the same target. This outcome reinforces the movement



Table 8 Mean Values of the Different Movement Characteristics as a Function of Movement Condition in Experiment 8 Two-tap condition Movement characteristic



One-tap condition M



MT1 (ms) 122 MT2(ms) Dwell time (ms)



Extension
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Reversal direct



Reversal with loop M



SD



M



SD



M



SD



20



137 125 67



21 21 19



126 121 65



18 136 27 426 12 72



SD



22 103 24



Note. MT1 = movement time to the first target; MT2 = movement time from the first to the second target.



This study sought to uncover the underlying mechanism of the one-target advantage. In the first section, we ruled out a possible mechanism in terms of overlapping or concurrent control of eye and hand movements. In the second section, we showed that the one-target advantage occurs regardless of the distance to be moved (either in the first tap or in the second tap). In the third section, we presented and evaluated a new account: the movement integration hypothesis. This account posits that when individual movements coalesce into an integrated sequence, new constraints may emerge. Specifically, according to the movement integration account, the one-target advantage is the result of a motor control strategy in which implementation of the second movement overlaps (integrates) with execution of the first. This integration process might cause interference. According to the movement integration hypothesis, the one-target advantage can be abolished in two ways: by eliminating the integration process or by enhancing the integration process. Elimination of the integration process was achieved in Experiment 6, in which small targets produced sufficiently long dwell or interresponse times to decompose effectively the two-element response in two independent movements. 1° As predicted by the movement integration hypothesis, the one-target advantage disappeared. Enhancement of the integration process was achieved in Experiment 5 by including a reversal movement back to the start location. According to the movement integration hypothesis, the neuromuscular organization of a second reversal movement may show a very natural, close, and symbiotic relationship with that of the first because the antagonist activity of the first movement is, in fact, the agonist activity of the second. In other words, the two movements are optimally integrated. In accordance with the movement integration hypothesis, the results showed a substantially reduced, nonsignificant one-target advantage. In the fourth section, we identified, tested, and rejected a potential confound associated with the reversal condition.



10It is also possible, as a reviewer pointed out, that the substantially longer MT1 in Experiment 6 eliminated the integration process. This observation raises the interesting question of whether it is between-movement dwell time or first movement ballisticity that controls the one-target advantage. The present data cannot distinguish between these two possibilities, and further experimentation is needed to clarify this issue.
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This condition asks for a reversal to the original start location and thus reduces the number of relevant locations to two, just as in the one-tap condition. Experiment 7, however, included a reversal to a new location and still produced a one-target advantage. This indicates that reversing is more important than mere number of locations. Experiment 8 kept the number of locations constant and manipulated the functional relationship between the first and second (reversal) movements. Results showed that when there is a symbiotic relationship, as in the two-tap-reversal-direct condition, the one-target advantage disappears; when there is no such functional relationship, however, as in the two-tap-reversal-with-loop condition, the one-target advantage reappears.



Results and Implications of Related Studies Recently, three studies on rapid goal-directed aiming have been published, and it seems relevant to assess their implications for the movement integration hypothesis. Short, Fischman, and Wang (1996) used a two-tap aiming task and manipulated the size of the second target. They asked their participants to first hit an 8-cm-diameter target located 10 cm to the left of a start position and then to move another 10 cm to the left to hit either a 6-cm-diameter or 1.5-cmdiameter second target. Even though Short et al. (1996) did not use a one-tap control condition, results showed a significantly longer MT1 in the small second-target condition (160 ms) than in the large second-target condition (127 ms). This finding seems to suggest that the size of the second target might be an important mediator of the magnitude of the one-target advantage. This possibility is not at odds with the movement integration hypothesis, because the functional relationship between the first and second movements may vary as a function of the size of the second target. Whereas the second movement to a large target may benefit, to some extent, from the horizontal momentum of the first movement, a second movement to a small target may need to constrain this horizontal momentum because of its more stringent accuracy constraints. Moreover, a kinematic analysis of the pathway of the movements revealed that there was a significantly higher (peak) vertical displacement in the small second-target condition than in the large second-target condition. This was especially true for the movement to the second target but also for the movement to the first target. In fact, peak vertical displacement of the first movement was 3.1 mm greater in the small second-target condition (M = 34.8 mm) than in the large second-target condition (M = 31.7 mm), a 10% increase. In other words, the longer MT1 in the small second-target condition might, at least in part, be due to a longer movement trajectory. Fischman and Lim (1991) and Fischman and Yao (1994b) studied the role of practice in the one-target advantage. Fischman and Lim (1991, Experiment 1) asked participants to perform 50 trials in each of the one-tap and two-tap conditions on eight separate sessions, totaling 400 practice trials in each condition. Results showed that, over the course of 400 trials of practice, MT1 decreased in similar amounts



in the two conditions (i.e., 28 and 26 ms for the one-tap and two-tap conditions, respectively), indicating that extensive practice did not eliminate or even reduce the one-target advantage. This outcome is important for two reasons. First, it suggests that the operations involved in the one-target advantage are not limited to low levels of practice; rather, they reflect enduring, stable features of skilled motor performance. Second, it suggests that the influence of extensive practice is to speed up response execution or implementation processes rather than to effect a reorganization or "chunking" of movement elements. Interestingly, in a subsequent study, Fischman and Yao (1994b) observed a potential shortcoming in the Fischman and Lim (1991) study. They argued that in the Fischman and Lim (1991) study a within-subject design was used that required the same participants to complete both one-tap and two-tap conditions. According to Fischman and Yao (1994b), this procedure might have resulted in a confound concerning the amount of practice in one-tap and two-tap conditions. In particular, they conjectured that participants might have received twice as much practice in the one-tap condition as in the two-tap condition because the former is embedded within the latter (it is the first part of the two-tap task). In other words, they argued that when participants practice the two-tap condition, they also practice the one-tap condition. This argument, we believe, might be problematic for two reasons. First, it is based on the assumption that the two movements in a two-tap condition are separate and independent entities. Clearly, this is not the case (at least not for movements to large targets, as was the case in Fischman's studies, which used targets with diameters of 6 cm), as the one-target advantage and other so-called "context effects" clearly indicate (see the Implications for Motor Control Theory section). Second, the argument is not substantiated by empirical data. When Fischman and Yao (1994b) attempted to test this unequal distribution of practice hypothesis, they randomly assigned participants to a one-tap or two-tap condition. In the one-tap condition, participants performed one block of 25 trials. In the two-tap condition, participants performed two blocks of 25 trials. Results showed that MT1 in the first (and only) block of the one-tap condition (M = 150 ms) was not significantly different (and, if anything, longer) than MT1 in the last (second) block of the two-tap condition (M = 143 ms). This outcome might be interpreted as indicating that MT1 in a "practiced" two-tap condition can be as short as MT1 in an "unpracticed" one-tap condition. However, it is difficult to assess what such an outcome means. It surely cannot be taken as evidence that practice mediates the one-target advantage, a claim opposite to the conclusion of Fischman and Lim (1991). Clearly, the Fischman and Yao (1994b) study does not seem to support such a claim, not only because of the very limited number of (practice) trials but also because it failed to include an appropriate control condition. That is, participants in the one-tap control condition also should have been presented with a second block of 25 trials, thereby equating the number of trials in the one-tap and two-tap conditions. The correct comparison, then, would be a comparison of the
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performance increments of both one-tap and two-tap conditions as a function of (equal amounts of) practice.



Neurophysiological Considerations The movement integration hypothesis stresses the importance of anticipation: In a fast, ballistic two-element response, the second movement is not created when the first movement has terminated but is anticipated and thus prepared (i.e., partially implemented) during the execution of the first. Of course, one could argue that this process might take place exclusively in the time span between the two successive movements, that is, during the dwell or pause time. However, with fast, ballistic movements, these dwell times are usually less than 100 ms and therefore do not allow much time. Note that this limited time period is much shorter than the typical duration of a simple reaction time (180 ms). Thus, according to the movement integration hypothesis, implementation of the second movement might start before onset of dwell time and thus might be pushed back further, well into the first movement. Two neurophysiological mechanisms might promote this effect. First, muscles act as low-pass filters of EMG activity (Carew & Ghez, 1985). This means that (maximal) force production in a muscle is not instantaneous but lags considerably behind the preceding EMG excitation. In other words, there is an electromechanical delay governing the translation of EMG excitation into muscle force. Second, the excitatory input to motor neurons has a minimum duration of about 70 ms. This is probably related to the fact that voluntary EMG bursts also have a minimum duration of about 70 ms (Berardelli et al., 1996). However, in a burst of 70 ms, motor units discharge only two or three times; this is insufficient for the production of maximum force. A train of 5-10 impulses per motor unit is needed to achieve maximum force. Thus, increasing the duration of the EMG burst beyond its minimum of 70 ms allows summation of force and produces a larger impulsive force for the movement (Berardelli et al., 1996). Given that the movements underlying the one-target advantage are extremely fast, it seems possible that the first agonist EMG burst lasts considerably longer than 70 ms, thereby promoting anticipatory control of the second movement during execution of the first.



Implications for Motor Control Theory The one-target advantage reflects interdependencies among motor segments and, as such, belongs to a general class of phenomena called context effects: Movements embedded in a sequence are not independent of each other but may mutually influence each other. Studies of handwriting, for instance, have shown that the shape and timing of a letter depend on what letter precedes it and on what letter follows it (e.g., Van Galen, 1991). Context effects have also been described in research on typewriting (e.g., Terzuolo & Viviani, 1980), piano playing (e.g., Shaffer, 1976), and speech (e.g., Fowler, 1985). Because context effects imply preknowledge of forthcoming movements, they are often
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interpreted as implicating a plan or motor program (e.g., Jeannerod, 1997; Keele, 1986; Rosenbaum et al., 1983). Another related effect that indicates knowledge of movements before they actually occur is the complexity effect (e.g., Henry & Rogers, 1960; for reviews, see Klapp, 1996; Marteniuk & MacKenzie, 1980): The time required to initiate a response sequence is a function of its complexity (e.g., the number of movement elements). Various models have been proposed to describe how the elements in a multi-element response are organized before initiation (e.g., Henry, 1986; Ivry, 1986; Klapp, 1996; Sternberg, Knoll, Monsell, & Wright, 1988). Typically, some form of motor buffer is invoked into which the individual response elements (or subprograms) are loaded and from which they subsequently must be retrieved. Thus, programming may involve at least two independent processes (Ivry, 1986): program construction (i.e., loading of subprograms in the buffer) and program implementation (i.e., retrieval from the buffer and execution). Clearly, the movement integration hypothesis attributes the one-target advantage to processes operating in the program implementation stage. The principal support for this contention is the finding that a second movement in the opposite direction (i.e., a reversal movement) might abolish the effect (Experiments 5, 7, and 8) or even reverse it (i.e., the two-target advantage; see Adam et al., 1993, 1995). Because the two-tap condition involves only two response elements, it seems fair to assume that the process of program construction is complete before the response is initiated. Two observations bolster this assumption: (a) In the present experiments, participants were allowed an unlimited amount of planning time before response initiation, and (b) the task was a relatively simple two-element movement sequence. Hence, assuming that program construction was completed before response initiation, it can be concluded that the effect of type of second response element and thus the one-target advantage are due to implementation operations of the second movement occurring concurrently with execution of the first. Additional evidence in support of this claim is provided by Experiment 6, which showed that long interresponse intervals (evoked by the use of small targets) may prevent overlapping or concurrent control. This point was corroborated by Portier et al. (1990), who argued that long movement pauses in handwriting may indicate seriality of control, whereas short movement pauses may indicate concurrent control. Note that the preceding analysis underscores the need to describe and examine the ambiguous "programming" process in detail and also to distinguish between mechanisms responsible for response initiation and response execution. Verwey (1996) recently identified two mechanisms in the production of movement sequences: a what mechanism and a how mechanism. The what mechanism indicates what movements are to be executed and relies on the availability of motor chunks. The how mechanism is responsible for translating this information into actual movements. Because the what mechanism entails the retrieval of a knowledge structure that is subsequently loaded into the motor buffer, it
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mainly affects sequence initiation time. The how mechanism, on the other hand, is responsible for buffer loading, buffer retrieval, and execution of the individual elements in the buffer. This means that the how mechanism affects initiation as well as execution times. Importantly, according to Verwey (1996), the how mechanism allows for the possibility of concurrent processing. Of course, this is entirely in line with the present interpretation of the onetarget advantage in terms of overlapping control of consecutive movements, n The notion of concurrent control, in which the preparation of a future movement can occur simultaneously with the execution of the current movement, has been advocated by several authors. Portier et al. (1990), for instance, argued that as practice in handwriting proceeds, participants increasingly adopt a programming strategy in which only the "general and abstract content of the motor act is programmed in advance of the start of the movement execution, whereas the motoric unpacking of the consecutive segments is postponed to the movement phase" (p. 475). These "unpacking" operations occur concurrently with the execution of the first movement and slow it down (Portier et al., 1990). Similar views have been expressed by, among others, Rosenbaum, Hindorff, and Munro (1987) and Semjen (1992), who studied the execution of finger-tapping sequences. The present study extends this notion of concurrent control to ballistic, multi-element, goal-directed hand movements. The one-target advantage is an important and intriguing phenomenon for at least two reasons. First, it challenges the view that ballistic movements belong to a homogeneous group of responses requiring the same control operations. The data reported here clearly show that executive control of a discrete, single-shot ballistic movement is less complex than executive control of the "same" movement embedded in a series. Although differential control of ballistic and feedback-controlled movements was recognized almost 100 years ago (Woodworth, 1899), the idea that ballistic movements may involve different control operations that are sensitive to contextual constraints has only recently been advanced (e.g., Ivry, 1986; Marsden, Obeso, & Rothwell, 1983; Waters & Strick, 1981). The second reason is that the one-target advantage should be appreciated as a phenomenon indicating that (Serial) ballistic movements are not controlled "automatically" in the sense of interference-free processing but that they may suffer a control cost as a result of overlapping control operations. Finally, it seems relevant to point out that studies of the one-target advantage stand in the tradition of research on the programming of rapid movement sequences (e.g., Henry, 1981; Henry & Rogers, 1960; Klapp & Irwin, 1976; Sternberg, Monsell, Knoll, & Wright, 1978). However, whereas these older studies primarily used the reaction time technique to investigate the planning (programming) of movements, the present work focused on processes responsible for the execution of movements and thus used movement time as the main dependent variable.



Relations With Other Hypotheses With its distinction between program construction and program implementation, and with its emphasis on program implementation as the source of the one-target advantage, the movement integration hypothesis combines and synthesizes ideas from both the on-line programming hypothesis (Chamberlin & Magill, 1989) and the movement constraint hypothesis (Fischman & Reeve, 1992). That is, because the on-line programming hypothesis does not distinguish explicitly between program construction and program implementation, the movement integration hypothesis, with its emphasis on the latter, should be seen as a specification of rather than an alternative to the on-line programming hypothesis. Likewise, the movement integration hypothesis might also be seen as a specification of the movement constraint hypothesis because it specifies why the first movement in a series is constrained by the second movement: Implementation of the second movement concurs with execution of the first.



Nature o f the Interference Effect The movement integration hypothesis is tentative, and further research is obviously needed. Important questions regarding the nature of the integration process and thus the nature of the interference effect remain to be answered. Although the essential view expressed in this article is that the interference effect depends on the functional relationships of movements and reflects concurrent program implementation operations, the exact nature of these processes remains unclear. Semjen (1992), using the term plan decoding rather than program implementation, distinguished between the subprocesses retrieval and execution. Sternberg et al. (1978) postulated three subprocesses, namely retrieval, unpacking, and execution. Overall, however, the consensus appears to be that at least two main processes compose the program implementation stage: (a) retrieval of subprograms from the motor buffer and (b) translation into commands for the motor system (for a review, see Keele, 1986). At this moment, it is unclear whether the interference effect stems from retrieval or translation 12 operations (or both). Future



ll Interestingly, according to Verwey (1996), the what mechanism is content specific, and the how mechanism content aspecific. The present demonstration that the one-target advantage critically depends on the nature of the second movement seems to argue for the possibility that at least one operation of the how mechanism may be content specific. ~2An interesting neurological phenomenon may be relevant here, namely that of silent periods in the electromyogram preceding agonist activity (e.g., Mortimer, Eisenberg, & Palmer, 1987). These premovement silences may vary between 40 and 140 ms in duration and are hypothesized to serve one or both of the following functions: (a) They might act as a braking mechanism, allowing more precise timing of movement initiation, and (b) they might increase peak muscular force by bringing motoneurons into a nonrefractory state (Mortimer et al., 1987). It would be interesting to determine whether possible premovement silence in the agonist muscle responsible for producing the second movement contributes to the slowing of the first.



CONTROL OF RAPID AIMED HAND MOVEMENTS research, incorporating kinematic and E M G analyses, should address this issue.
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